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Abstract
This paper introduces a special issue of Language, Cognition and Neuro-
science dedicated to Production of Referring Expressions: Models and Em-
pirical Data, focusing on models of reference production that make empiri-
cally testable predictions, as well as on empirical work that can inform the
design of such models. In addition to introducing the volume, this paper also
gives an overview of recent experimental and modelling work, focusing on
two principal aspects of reference production, namely, choice of anaphoric
referential expression, and choice of semantic content for referential noun
phrases. It also addresses the distinction between dialogue and non-dialogue
settings, focussing especially on the impact of a dialogue setting on refer-
ential choice and the evidence for audience design in the choices speakers
make.
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Introduction
Reference is one of the most intensively studied aspects of human language. Since
the ability to refer and identify entities in spoken and written discourse is so central to
communication, it is unsurprising that, following the foundational work of philosophers
such as Frege (1892) and Russell (1905), the study of reference has been a central concern
to theoretical linguists and philosophers of language (e.g. Abbott, 2010), psycholinguists
(e.g. Olson, 1970; Pechmann, 1989; Brennan & Clark, 1996; Belke & Meyer, 2002),
developmental psychologists (e.g. Ford & Olson, 1975; Deutsch & Pechmann, 1982;
Matthews, Butcher, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2012), and computational linguists (e.g. Dale,
1989; Dale & Reiter, 1995; Krahmer & van Deemter, 2012).
This special issue of Language, Cognition and Neuroscience focusses on explicit
models that account for some aspect of reference production and make precise empirical
predictions about it, as well as new experimental data that can inform the development
of such models.
The dual emphasis on empirical work and predictive models stems from our obser-
vation that, despite a wealth of experimental research on reference in psycholinguistics,
as well as computational work on algorithms that generate referring expressions, the two
fields frequently proceed in parallel with little cross-fertilisation (van Deemter, Gatt, van
Gompel, & Krahmer, 2012). Relatively few experimental results are harnessed in the
development of computational models for reference production. Furthermore, the role
of such models is somewhat different in the two fields. Yet the concerns of researchers
in these fields also evince a striking degree of convergence. Indeed, models of reference
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production have to address the broad range of choices faced by a speaker in a given
context who wishes to refer to a specific entity or set thereof. Several types of choices
have been identified and discussed at length in the literature. The papers in this volume
concentrate on two of these in particular:
1. Choice of (anaphoric) referring expression in discourse (e.g. full definite noun
phrase, reduced np, pronoun) (e.g. Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993; Grosz, Joshi,
& Weinstein, 1995; Ariel, 2001).
2. Conceptualisation, or choice of properties in a referring expression that takes
the form of a full definite noun phrase (e.g. Olson, 1970; Pechmann, 1989; Arts, 2004;
Belke, 2006; Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Brennan & Clark, 1996).
The goal of this introduction is to sketch the broader context within which the
papers presented in this special issue are situated, with reference to these two questions.
Clearly, the two are interrelated. Consider a language producer who needs to identify
the object surrounded by a red border for an interlocutor in either of the two visual
domains in Figure 1, consisting of aeroplanes of different sizes and colours.
(a) Colour and size required (b) Size only required
Figure 1. Two example domains
What kind of referring expression is produced will depend on a variety of con-
straints that affect the salience of the intended referent. If the referring expression is
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produced in the context of a text or dialogue, in the course of which the referent has been
mentioned already, then the language producer may opt for a reduced expression, in the
form of a pronoun (it) or a deictic (that one). Such anaphoric references make an impor-
tant contribution to coherent discourse. On the other hand, if the expression selected is
a full or reduced np – for example, because this is a language game in which ‘one-shot’
references are being produced for entities in a visually co-present scene, or because the
entity was introduced much earlier in the discourse and so is not very salient anymore
– then the conceptualisation problem arises. Does an expression like the large aeroplane
suffice to convey the intended referent to a receiver? It clearly does not in Figure 1(a)
(there are other large aeroplanes), but it might in Figure 1(b). Still, a language producer
may nevertheless opt to call the target in Figure 1(b) the large blue aeroplane. Which
constraints affect a producer’s choice in such cases?
For both choices, we are interested not only in reviewing the experimental evi-
dence, but also the extent to which computational models have played a role in moti-
vating further empirical work, while explaining or characterising the processes involved.
Therefore, we will begin with an overview of the role of models in these two disciplines,
before turning to a review of experimental and computational literature. In so doing,
we hope to show that there is substantial convergence among researchers working on
reference production, despite some differences of orientation.
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Reference production models: Convergences and divergences
A glance at the computational linguistics literature and the psycholinguistic litera-
ture on modelling1 reveals a number of differences. Two of these are especially important
for the present discussion: (a) differences in the why of computational modelling, that
is, in what a model is expected to achieve; (b) differences in the way in which mod-
els are evaluated. Despite these differences, we argue, there is considerable scope for
convergence between the two fields.
Why build models?
Algorithms designed by computational linguists often aim for practical benefits,
such as efficiency and coverage. Thus, models of reference production, especially in the
field known as Referring Expression Generation (reg), are intended to be incorporated
into larger Natural Language Generation (nlg) systems, whose task is to produce text
or speech from non-linguistic input (see Reiter & Dale, 2000, for an overview).2 reg al-
gorithms aim to produce output which is understandable by human readers or listeners,
1In what follows, we will sometimes use the term cognitive modelling, with the understanding that
the models under consideration have been explicitly developed with a view to model the results of
experimental findings related to human speech and reference production, and to characterise or explain
the underlying cognitive processes.
2A classic example – one among many application areas in nlg – is the generation of a report that
summarises raw data (such as meteorological or clinical data) to facilitate human access to relevant
information (e.g. Goldberg, Driedger, & Kittredge, 1994; Reiter, Sripada, Hunter, Yu, & Davy, 2005;
Portet et al., 2009; Gatt et al., 2009). Such systems incorporate reg algorithms to generate references
to domain entities.
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but are not typically committed to the cognitive validity of the processes they incorpo-
rate, although some of the most influential were partly motivated by psycholinguistic
results (a well-known example is Dale & Reiter, 1995, which we shall revisit below).
By contrast, the aim of cognitive models is to characterise and/or explain a human
phenomenon based on empirical evidence (see Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011, for discus-
sion). This is consistent with their historical role as tools for cognitive investigation: As
recently noted by McClelland (2009), it was the development of computational methods
in the first half of the twentieth century that gave the cognitive sciences the wherewithal
to explore processes at a level of detail that behavioural experiments alone do not permit
(cf. Newell, 1973, for an early argument to this effect). This development was of course
facilitated by the fact that mental processes were increasingly being conceptualised in
computational (e.g. symbol-processing) terms (see Boden, 2008, for a history of the
development of these ideas).
To what extent can these two perspectives – the practical and the explanatory
– be brought together? An example from each class of referential choice outlined in
the Introduction may serve to illustrate that they can (we return to both cases in the
following sections).
In the computational literature, a well-known model of anaphoric reference that
has also become influential in the psycholinguistic literature is Centering Theory (Grosz
et al., 1995). Centering aims to account for anaphoric reference between consecutive
utterances, each of which has a set of forward looking centers (discourse entities) that are
ranked according to their salience, depending on grammatical role (Brennan, Friedman,
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& Pollard, 1995; Grosz et al., 1995). Every utterance also has a single backward looking
center, which is the discourse entity in the current utterance that was the highest-ranked
forward looking centre in the previous utterance. Centering does not consider the whole
plethora of forms available to the producer, but aims to formalise when pronouns are
preferred. Several slightly different versions of a constraint on pronominalisation have
been formulated. Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein (1983) proposed that a pronoun should
be used if the backward looking centre in the current utterance is the same as that in
the previous utterance, while Grosz et al. (1995) proposed that if any forward looking
centre is pronominalized, then the backward looking centre must be; finally, Gordon,
Grosz, and Gilliom (1993) argued that the backward looking centre should always be
pronominalized. Although there are obviously differences in the predictions of these
different versions, they all assume that reference to John in the final sentence in (1a)
should be with a pronoun, whereas a pronoun is not required for reference to Kate in
(1b). The reason for this is that John is the backward looking centre in both (1a) and
(1b), whereas Kate is not.
(1) (a) John noticed Kate. He hated her. He/Peter was often offended by her.
(b) John noticed Kate. He hated her. She/Kate often offended him.
In view of the variations among different Centering proposals, Poesio, Stevenson,
Di Eugenio, and Hitzeman (2004) harnessed corpus-based computational methods to
test the predictions of the theory against naturally occurring data. Most importantly
for the purposes of the present discussion, this study highlighted a significant degree
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of underspecification in the Centering model. The computational approach enabled a
systematic comparison of the various instantiations of Centering and their predictions.
For example, Gordon and colleagues (Gordon et al., 1993; Gordon & Chan, 1995) have
found evidence that reading times for the backward looking centre (e.g., John in 1a)
were faster when it was realised as a pronoun than a repeated name. However, Poesio
et al. (2004) found that backward looking centres were often (in 45% of cases) not
realised as pronouns, suggesting that Gordon et al. (1993)’s version of the constraint
on pronominalisation was too strong. Grosz et al. (1995)’s version of the constraint (if
any forward looking centre is pronominalised, then the backward looking centre must
be) appeared to account best for the data: this rule was violated in only 3% of cases,
while Grosz et al. (1983)’s version also fared fairly well (19% violations). The study
by Poesio et al. (2004) also highlights a methodological point, namely, that it was only
through explicit modelling and application to naturalistic data that competing versions
of a model could be compared.
Turning to our second theme, conceptualisation or property selection, Dale and
Reiter (1995) developed the Incremental Algorithm, which selects the content for a
descriptive referential noun phrase. The algorithm was a response to two developments.
The first was the view, based on an interpretation of Grice (1975) and promoted in early
psycholinguistic work (e.g. Ford & Olson, 1975; Olson, 1970), that producers aim to
maximise efficiency in reference production through descriptions which contain no more
information than required. However, reg models based on this ‘full brevity’ strategy
(e.g. Dale, 1989) were found to be intractable, because the identification of the smallest
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set of properties that jointly identify a referent requires a search through a space of
possibilities that grows exponentially (see Reiter, 1990, for discussion). The second
development was the empirical finding, by Pechmann (1989) among others, that humans
frequently produce ‘overspecified’ descriptions as a result of the incremental nature of
language production (Levelt, 1989). Dale and Reiter’s algorithm explicitly incorporated
a model of incrementality, resolving the intractability of the ‘full brevity’ approach,
while also approximating the overspecification observed among speakers. Apart from its
practical utility (because of its efficiency), such a model also raises questions that are
of psycholinguistic interest. For example, can the model accurately predict the choices
human producers make, especially in view of its deterministic behaviour (Gatt, van
Gompel, Krahmer, & van Deemter, 2011)? Are more recent models that emphasise
efficiency in communication (e.g. Frank & Goodman, 2012) better predictors of speaker
choices?
As we have noted above, the choices modelled by Centering and by the Incremental
Algorithm are not independent of each other, insofar as properties need to be selected
once a referential form has been determined. Krahmer and Theune (2002) have proposed
an extension of Dale and Reiter’s (1995) Incremental Algorithm to handle anaphora,
using ideas from Centering Theory. They propose that in selecting properties, a referent
need only be distinguished from distractors that are more salient, where salience is
computed based on grammatical role as in Centering Theory, decreasing with every
intervening utterance. Pronouns are generated in case the reference is to the most
salient entity in the discourse.
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How should models be evaluated?
Cognitive models stand or fall by their ability to accurately predict experimental
results, as measured by metrics that evaluate goodness of fit between predicted and
attested outcomes (Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011).
On the other hand, the practice in reg and other sub-fields of computational lin-
guistics varies depending on the aims of the system under development. To the extent
that a model of reference production aims to produce ‘comprehensible’ referring expres-
sions, it should be evaluated through a task that is ‘addressee-oriented’, for example,
by estimating the time it takes for listeners to identify referring expressions based on
descriptions produced by an algorithm (e.g. Gatt & Belz, 2010). On the other hand,
if the model is intended to mimic producer behaviour, the method of choice is compar-
ison against production data, for example, a corpus (e.g. Viethen & Dale, 2007; van
Deemter, Gatt, van der Sluis, & Power, 2012). Recent work in the context of a series
of nlg shared tasks, in which participants are required to design algorithms that are
developed and tested against a common dataset to enable comparison, has shown that
results from these two perspectives may diverge significantly (Gatt & Belz, 2010; Belz,
Kow, Viethen, & Gatt, 2010). For instance, an algorithm’s choice of content for ref-
erential descriptions may be very similar to the choices humans make, as shown by its
degree of match to corpus data, but this does not imply that the resulting description
will be easily resolved by human listeners. This echoes the finding in some psycholin-
guistic studies that there may be a mismatch between the strategies used by speakers
to produce references, and those that listeners find easiest to process (see Engelhardt,
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Bailey, & Ferreira, 2006; Engelhardt, Demiral, & Ferreira, 2011, for example). This is a
theme to which we will return in the section on Conceptualisation below.
An important issue in evaluation concerns the extent to which a model generalises
beyond a specific dataset. A cognitive model is often motivated by data from a specific
experimental task, although a goodness-of-fit metric will take into account the extent to
which its predictive power relies on characteristics of the data distribution. By contrast,
reg models have frequently been couched in general-purpose terms. For instance, the
Incremental Algorithm described above (Dale & Reiter, 1995) was not specifically tied to
a particular scenario or domain. A recent example of the tension that may arise between
general-purpose and domain-specific approaches comes from the work of Guhe (2012),
which addresses conceptualisation in the context of the imap dialogues (Louwerse et
al., 2007), where interlocutors negotiate a route through a maze while seeking to align
their mutual knowledge of the spatial layout. Guhe describes two property selection
models couched in the act-r framework (Anderson et al., 2004), one based on the
‘general purpose’ Incremental Algorithm, the other a simpler model based explicitly on
the imap domain. The latter model outperforms the Incremental Algorithm (in the
sense that its predictions account for a greater proportion of the variance in the data),
but does so at the expense of generalisability beyond imap-like domains. A similar
concern with generalisability is also evident in work using data-driven, machine-learning
methods, where a model which is trained on annotated corpus data is usually evaluated
on held-out, previously unseen data using measures such as precision and recall (e.g.
Di Fabbrizio, Stent, & Bangalore, 2008; Viethen, Dale, & Guhe, 2011).
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Despite the diverging goals of models developed in the computational and psy-
cholinguistic communities, there are compelling reasons to inculcate a greater mutual
awareness within these two fields. To the extent that reg algorithms are intended to
mimic a human capacity (over and above their practical considerations), they would ben-
efit from psycholinguistic insights, not only on the nature of the underlying processes,
but also on the extent to which such processes vary across conditions and individuals.
On the other hand, psycholinguistic results on reference production can also benefit
from computational approaches, especially since this often sheds light on underspecified
aspects of a theoretical model.
Against the background of this general discussion, let us now turn to some of the
main questions that have engaged the attention of researchers on reference production
in recent years.
Choice of anaphoric expression
In functional linguistics, there has been a long-standing interest in the question
of why language producers choose particular anaphoric forms such as pronouns, demon-
stratives, repeated and non-repeated definite noun phrases, depending on the context in
which they occur. One general assumption is that there is a direct relationship between
the form of a referring expression and the accessibility (or givenness or topicality) of
the referent in the addressee’s discourse model (e.g. Ariel, 1990, 2001; Givo´n, 1983;
Gundel et al., 1993; Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 2012). When the referent is highly
accessible, the use of a short anaphoric form with limited semantic information suffices,
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but for inaccessible referents, a form with more semantic content is needed, giving rise to
the second type of referential choice outlined in the Introduction, namely, which content
to select, which we turn to in the following section.
The most elaborate hierarchy has been proposed by Ariel (1990) and is partially
shown in (2) below, where accessibility decreases as one moves rightwards.
(2) zero pronoun >unstressed pronoun >stressed pronoun >proximate demonstrative
>distal demonstrative >first name >last name >definite description >full name
Accessibility is assumed to be influenced by various factors including recency and
frequency of mention and the number of semantically similar competitor discourse enti-
ties (Ariel, 1990; Givo´n, 1983); this is also compatible with the view in Centering Theory
that pronouns tend to be used to refer to highly accessible referents, as we have seen.
Several studies have shown that language producers tend to use more pronouns
and fewer repeated names or noun phrases when referring to a subject antecedent in the
preceding clause than when referring to an object antecedent (Arnold, 2001; Brennan,
1995; Fletcher, 1984; Stevenson, Crawley, & Kleinman, 1994), consistent with linguistic
theories that assume that the subject generally refers to more accessible entities (e.g.
Chafe, 1976; Li & Thompson, 1976; Keenan & Comrie, 1977). Recent data by Fukumura
and van Gompel (2014) suggests that it is indeed the grammatical role of the antecedent
and not its position in the sentence that affects the choice of anaphor. Furthermore,
Rohde and Kehler (2013, this volume) showed that language producers use more pro-
nouns when they refer to the subject of a passive than active sentence, suggesting that
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the non-canonical passive structure marks subjects as more topical. All these studies
compared subject and object referents that were in the same clause. When referents
in different clauses are compared, language producers’ use of pronouns is influenced by
recency (Ariel, 1990; Arnold, Bennetto, & Diehl, 2009; Givo´n, 1983). In contrast, the
likelihood with which people refer to a referent does not appear to play a role in people’s
choice of anaphor. In a sentence completion study, Fukumura and van Gompel (2010)
found that participants referred much more often to the entity with the stimulus (Gary)
than the experiencer role (Anna) in sentences such as (3).
(3) (a) Gary scared Anna after the long discussion ended in a row. This was because
. . .
(b) Anna feared Gary after the long discussion ended in a row. This was because
. . .
However, which anaphoric form they chose (pronoun or repeated name) was only
affected by the grammatical role (subject or object) of the antecedent. Rohde and
Kehler (2013, this volume) show the same pattern of results with gender-ambiguous
pronouns. These findings provide evidence against the view that referents that are more
frequently referred to are more accessible (Arnold, 2001, 2008) and models that assume
that speakers produce more reduced expressions when reference is more predictable (e.g.
Jaeger, 2010). Instead, they fit better with accounts that assume that what speakers
refer to and how they do this are independent (e.g. Kehler, Kertz, Rohde, & Elman,
2008; Rohde & Kehler, 2013; Stevenson et al., 1994). For example, Rohde and Kehler
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(2013, this volume) argue for a Bayesian model according to which the choice of a
specific referent given a particular anaphoric form and the choice of a specific form given
a particular referent are affected by different factors.
Choice of referential form is also affected by non-linguistic factors, especially visual
salience. Fukumura, van Gompel, and Pickering (2010) found that participants produced
more pronouns and fewer repeated noun phrases to refer to a person when another person
was present in the visual context than when there was not. However, Vogels, Krahmer,
and Maes (2013b) found no evidence that the visual salience of the referent (whether
it was foregrounded or backgrounded) had an effect on speakers’ choice of anaphor. If
choice of np is affected by the presence of competitors, but not the salience of the referent
itself, then the visual salience effect might be due to competition, whereby competitors
reduce referent accessibility, resulting in more explicit expressions.
Competition has also been linked to other factors. Arnold and Griffin (2007) found
that speakers produced fewer pronouns and more repeated names when the preceding
sentence mentioned a competitor with the same gender than with a different gender,
suggesting that two characters with the same gender compete. Fukumura and van Gom-
pel (2010) observed that language producers used fewer pronouns when the referent and
competitor were both animate or inanimate than when they were different in animacy,
while Fukumura, van Gompel, Harley, and Pickering (2011) showed that speakers pro-
duced fewer pronouns when the referent and competitor were visually similar (e.g., both
were sitting on a horse) than when they were not. One possibility is that all these effects
are due to ambiguity avoidance rather than due to competition: For example, when the
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referent and competitor have the same gender, speakers may avoid pronouns because
they would be gender-ambiguous. However, Fukumura, Hyo¨na¨, and Scholfield (2013)
found that even in Finnish, where pronouns are not marked for gender, speakers pro-
duced fewer pronouns when the referent and the competitor had the same gender than
when their gender was different. Because Finnish pronouns are ambiguous regardless
of whether two characters in the preceding context have the same gender, these results
suggest that when the referent and competitor are semantically similar, they compete
for activation, lowering the accessibility of the referent and resulting in more explicit
anaphoric expressions.
Language producers also use more pronouns with animate than inanimate an-
tecedents (Fukumura & van Gompel, 2011), in line with the idea that animate referents
are more salient than inanimate referents (e.g. Comrie, 1989; Bock & Warren, 1985).
Normally, lexical information indicates animacy, but results by Vogels, Krahmer, and
Maes (2013a) suggest that lexical animacy can be overridden by visual context. In their
study, abstract figures moved in a way that suggested that they were either animate
(e.g., jumping up and down irregularly, suggesting voluntary control) or inanimate (e.g.,
rolling down a slope, suggesting externally controlled movement). Participants used
more pronouns and fewer repeated noun phrases when they referred to objects with
animate-like than inanimate-like movements, whereas lexical animacy (prior reference
with either an animate or inanimate word) did not have an effect in such cases. Inter-
estingly, in another study, Vogels et al. (2013a) showed that language producers do not
always produce more reduced expressions for animate than inanimate referents. Dutch
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language producers used fewer reduced pronouns (e.g. ze) for animate than inanimate
antecedents, possibly because grammatical gender marking in Dutch is gradually disap-
pearing, and Dutch producers may be avoiding highlighting the gender of inanimates
(Vogels et al., 2013a). It is also possible that they use full forms are used to indicate that
the referent is likely to be important in the upcoming discourse; animate referents tend
to play a more central role in the discourse than inanimate entities. Importantly, these
results are inconsistent with anaphor hierarchies that assume that speakers choose more
reduced expressions for more accessible referents (Ariel, 1990; Givo´n, 1983; Gundel et
al., 1993). It suggests that anaphoric reduction is not just affected by the accessibility
of the referent, but that other factors also play a role.
There is further evidence that the assumptions underlying anaphor hierarchies
may be too simplistic. Ariel’s (1990) and Givo´n’s (1983) hierarchies consist of single
scales, where all forms are affected by the same accessibility factors. However, several
language comprehension experiments have shed doubt on this (e.g. Brown-Schmidt,
Byron, & Tanenhaus, 2005; Kaiser, 2011; Kaiser & Trueswell, 2008). For example,
in the experiments of Kaiser and Trueswell (2004), participants tended to interpret a
personal pronoun (ha¨n) as referring to the subject of a preceding sentence, whether it
was in svo or ovs order, whereas a demonstrative (ta¨ma¨) was interpreted as referring
to the second-mentioned entity. The same pattern of results was observed in a sentence
completion experiment. This suggests that the two pronouns are influenced by different
accessibility factors.
Functional-linguistic theories generally also assume that speakers use particular
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anaphoric forms to signal the degree of accessibility of the referent to the addressee (e.g.
Ariel, 2001; Givo´n, 1983), with more information signalling less accessibility. Thus,
these accounts assume that speakers are allocentric and try to facilitate comprehension.
However, an alternative account is that speakers are egocentric making their choices
based solely on their own discourse model, though this often results in anaphors that
are comprehensible to the addressee because interlocutors’ discourse context is usually
shared.
There is little doubt that speakers are sensitive to the addressee’s needs to some
extent: If they chose anaphoric expressions that were easiest for themselves to produce,
then they would presumably always produce pronouns, because they are shorter and
more frequent than more explicit expressions. However, the question is whether they
take into account more fine-grained information about the addressee, such as whether
the referent is accessible to the addressee. Fukumura and van Gompel (2012) presented
speakers with context sentences in which both the referent and a competitor were men-
tioned. Linguistic salience was manipulated by either mentioning the referent or com-
petitor in the second sentence, which was either audible or inaudible to the addressee.
Following this second sentence, speakers produced more pronouns and fewer repeated
noun phrases when the referent was made salient by the second sentence than when it
was not, but crucially, their choice of anaphor was unaffected by whether the addressee
could hear the second sentence. Thus, speakers did not take into account how accessible
the referent was to their addressee, but based their anaphoric choice entirely on their
own discourse model.
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In a related vein, Bard, Hill, Foster, and Arai (2014, this volume) report an ex-
periment where participants described routes on maps to each other. They manipulated
whether or not participants could see each other’s computer mouse or eye gaze projected
onto their own screen. Furthermore, in some conditions, one participant was asked to
be the director and the other the follower, whereas in other conditions, the participants
were not assigned different roles. Several findings in this study suggested that speakers
took into account course-grained information: For example, when the mouse was visible
to the participants, speakers used fewer definite noun phrases and more deictic expres-
sions (e.g., this, that), which are most felicitous in the presence of a pointing gesture.
They also used fewer definites and more deictics when they were assigned the same
roles in the task than when they had different roles, presumably because the dialogue
was easier when they had the same roles. Furthermore, speakers used more pronouns
when addressees hovered their mouse over the referent than when they did not, and
they produced more definites when addressees looked at the referent than when they did
not. But crucially, these effects occurred regardless of whether the speaker could see the
addressee’s mouse or eye-gaze projection, indicating that they were not sensitive to this
fine-grained information about the addressee.
In sum, research on the choice of anaphoric expression has shown that language
producers generally use more reduced expressions when the referent is accessible than
when it is inaccessible, and that various linguistic and non-linguistic factors affect the
choice of anaphor. However, different types of anaphor may be sensitive to different
accessibility factors. Furthermore, current evidence suggests that speakers’ choice of
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anaphor is based on course-grained information about the addressee, but not fine-grained
information. There are relatively few computational models that account for this large
body of empirical work; notable exceptions include Rohde and Kehler (2013, this volume)
and implementations and evaluations of Centering Theory (Passonneau, 1997; Krahmer
& Theune, 2002; Poesio et al., 2004). There is a need for more computational work
that addresses the increasingly nuanced picture that emerges from the empirical results
we have reviewed here. To date, the lion’s share of computational models of reference
production have focussed on the second type of choice we outlined in the Introduction.
It is to these models that we now turn.
Conceptualisation: Determining the Content of Referential NPs
In addressing the factors influencing language producers’ choice of content for ref-
erential nps, researchers in both the computational and the psycholinguistic community
have tended to rely on visual domains such as those shown above in Figure 1. Our exam-
ple in the Introduction hinted at a central issue in these studies, namely, the extent to
which speakers’ choices are motivated by communicative efficiency, typically interpreted
along the lines suggested by Grice’s Maxim of Quantity and emphasised in early theo-
retical work (Olson, 1970) as well as in empirical investigations among children (Ford
& Olson, 1975; Sonnenschein, 1982, 1984; Deutsch & Pechmann, 1982; Matthews et
al., 2012) and adults (Pechmann, 1989, among many others). Under this view, if the
producer’s purpose is to identify an entity, the combination of properties selected should
be such as to maximise her interlocutor’s chances of finding the entity as quickly as pos-
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sible. Thus, in Figure 1(a), both the aeroplane’s size and its colour would be required
to distinguish it from the other distractors (resulting in a description such as the large
blue aeroplane); by contrast, in Figure 1(b), its size would suffice (the large aeroplane).
As we have also seen, Referring Expression Generation (reg) algorithms have also been
couched in these terms (e.g. Dale, 1989; Gardent, 2002).
It turns out, however, that adult speakers tend not to exhibit the behaviour pre-
dicted by a simple reading of the Gricean maxim.3 Pechmann (1989) found that speakers
tend to overspecify. Thus, our hypothetical langauge producer would be more likely to
refer to the target referent in Figure 1(b) as the large blue aeroplane, even though the
referent’s size alone would suffice.
Pechmann suggested that this is due to the incremental nature of speech pro-
duction, whereby speakers select properties in sequence and formulate their utterance
accordingly, prioritising those that are most salient or highly ‘preferred’, before hav-
ing completely scanned the domain. The tendency to overspecify by including certain
properties (such as colour) has proven to be remarkably robust and has been replicated
several times (e.g. Arts, 2004; Engelhardt et al., 2006; Koolen, Gatt, Goudbeek, &
Krahmer, 2011). Some studies have also suggested that the basis for the preference for
properties like colour might lie in ‘early’ perceptual, rather than conceptual or linguis-
tic factors (e.g. Belke & Meyer, 2002; Belke, 2006), although it has been shown to be
3The extent to which Grice intended his maxims as ‘rules’ governing conversation is of course debat-
able. What follows should not be read as a suggestion that speakers somehow ‘violate’ Gricean rules;
rather, we are interested here in the predictions that stem from a specific interpretation of the Maxim
of Quantity, applied to simple referential tasks.
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affected by linguistic factors as well, for example, whether basic-level terms can be used
for a referent’s colour (Viethen, Goudbeek, & Krahmer, 2012).
Another factor that modulates overspecification is the nature of the communicative
task and the domain. For example, Paraboni, van Deemter, and Masthoff (2007) found
that overspecification increases in spatially complex domains, while Arts (2004) found
more overspecification when references were being produced in an instruction-giving
task. Jordan (2002); Jordan and Walker (2005) also demonstrate a relationship between
content determination and communicative intention in a dialogue setting. For example,
in the context of a dialogue in which interlocutors are negotiating on furniture to buy
for an apartment, a speaker may refer to an object currently in focus using ostensibly
redundant properties in order to confirm that she has understood and accepted her
partner’s previous utterance.
Since the Incremental Algorithm (ia Dale & Reiter, 1995) was developed in part
to address the empirical observations of Pechmann and others, and it has proven to be
highly influential, it is worth looking more closely at some of the implications of this and
related models.
The ia is in fact one of a family of algorithms which are model content selection
as an incremental process, iteratively selecting properties that help to distinguish a
referent from its distractors until a fully distinguishing description is found. The basic
assumption underlying these models is that if a speaker mentions, for example, that an
object is blue, she implies that at least some of the distractors are not blue; these are
ruled out by mentioning this property. The models based on this incremental procedure
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differ primarily in how a property is selected at any stage (see Krahmer, van Erk, &
Verleg, 2003, for a general framework based on graphs that can accommodate these
different heuristics by interpreting them as cost functions).
The ia itself makes a selection based on a pre-determined (and possibly domain-
specific) preference order. For instance, faced with the domain in Figure 1(b), and
given a preference order which places colour before size, the ia would first select the
referent’s colour (because it excludes the non-blue distractors), but then would still need
to select size, because colour alone does not distinguish the referent. The outcome is an
overspecified description.
An alternative incremental procedure is incorporated in the Greedy Heuristic
(Dale, 1989), which tries out properties in order of their discriminatory power: proper-
ties that rule out many distractors are preferred over properties that rule out only a few.
This algorithm would immediately select size in Figure 1(b), and terminate on finding
that the referent has been fully distinguished.
One feature of the family of incremental models we have just outlined is their
serial dependency (Viethen et al., 2011), whereby a property, once included in a descrip-
tion, alters the set of distractors4 and therefore also the likelihood with which remaining
properties will be selected. In a study using machine-learning techniques to compare
different reg strategies using corpora of human-produced referring expressions in dia-
4For example, once the Incremental Algorithm selects colour in Figure 1(b), only distractors with a
different colour remain to be excluded and this motivates the choice of the next property to be included
in the description.
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logue, Viethen et al. found that serial dependency lowers the goodness of fit to human
data. This suggests that there are at least two possible interpretations of Pechmann’s
views on preference and incrementality: the serial dependency model as captured in the
ia and an alternative model where property selection is performed incrementally, but
the selection of any property in the available set is independent of all the others. More
research is required to distinguish between these two possibilities.
Another prediction that is implicitly made by this family of models is that over-
specification only occurs if producers happen to choose a property that rules out at least
one distractor at that stage in the content selection process. In other words, even in
an incremental framework, property choices are motivated by the overarching intention
to identify the referent (i.e. exclude all other possible entities). By contrast, Koolen,
Goudbeek, and Krahmer (2013) found that speakers, when confronted with a blue ball
and a blue square (and no objects with a different colour) would still on occasion pro-
duce a description like the blue ball (though less frequently than when the square was not
blue), suggesting that preference for colour is not completely overruled by discriminatory
power even in such simple situations.
None of the models we have surveyed were originally developed or tested in a
dialogue setting, although they were intended as ‘general-purpose’. Yet, as the work
of Jordan and Walker (2005), Viethen et al. (2011) and Guhe (2012) suggests, these
models often make the wrong predictions when a language producer is engaged in a
purposeful exchange with an interlocutor. In particular, they ignore the possibility that
language producers’ choices of content may be influenced by discourse history and by
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the addressee’s state of knowledge as evidenced in the course of the dialogue. In this
connection, Viethen, Dale, and Guhe (2014, this volume) compare classic reg algorithms
and models which explicitly take into account alignment with an interlocutor. They find
evidence that reg models which select content purely on the basis of discriminatory value
do not capture the variation in human dialogue data, compared to implementations of
psycholinguistic models that emphasise alignment at various linguistic levels.
Current debates on communication in dialogue cluster around two principal theo-
retical poles. On the one hand, language producers may be viewed as explicitly making
their choices based on common ground that is shared with an interlocutor. Under this
view, they are ultimately engaged in conscious collaborative strategies to achieve align-
ment (Clark, 1996). Evidence of such strategies comes from explicit negotiation on how
referents are to be described (Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986), as well as lexical entrain-
ment, the process whereby speakers ‘agree’ on how to verbalise properties of a referent
(Brennan & Clark, 1996). A related, though somewhat contrasting view on dialogue, is
offered by the Interactive Alignment model of Pickering and Garrod (2004), who suggest
that the alignment phenomena observed in several studies are ultimately due to priming
mechanisms, whereby speakers eventually converge on their representations at multiple
levels. This more mechanistic view, if correct, would obviate the need for explicit refer-
ence to collaboration and negotiation in models of dialogue. Indeed, some recent work
by Goudbeek and Krahmer (2012) has shown that speakers’ use of properties which
are typically dispreferred, as well as their tendency to overspecify, increase when they
have been exposed to descriptions which are either overspecified or contained dispre-
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ferred properties (see Gatt, Goudbeek, & Krahmer, 2011, for a computational model
that seeks to account for these results).
Several recent studies of reference production have raised interesting questions on
the extent to which language producers engage in ‘audience design’, with consequences
for classical models of content selection that emphasise preference and overspecification.
Engelhardt et al. (2006) showed that speakers tend to produce overspecified descriptions,
although they also tended to judge them more negatively than non-overspecified ones in
an oﬄine task (but see Davies & Katsos, 2013, for a criticism of the conclusions reached
in this paper). More recently, erp studies by Engelhardt et al. (2011) have suggested
that overspecification may not be optimal for listeners. This is in line with a prediction
that emerges from eye-tracking research on reference comprehension in the Visual World
paradigm (Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995; Eberhard, Spivey-
Knowlton, Sedivy, & Tanenhaus, 1995; Sedivy, 2003). In these studies, listeners have
been shown to entertain different referential possibilities in the visual domain only up to
the point where the description disambiguates the target referent; further information is
then redundant. In the present volume, Engelhardt and Ferreira (2014) shed new light
on these questions from a production perspective, with evidence that modifiers which
are strictly unnecessary for identification tend to be articulated differently (for example,
they have shorter duration) than contrastive modifiers. This suggests that speakers do
distinguish between discriminatory and redundant properties at some level, though this
is not necessarily under conscious control.
The idea that language producers may not explicitly take into account their ad-
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dressees’ discourse models has been at the heart of the so-called ‘egocentricity’ debate
(Horton & Keysar, 1996; Keysar, Barr, Balin, & Baruner, 2000; Keysar, Lin, & Barr,
2003), with evidence suggesting that there are limits in the extent to which producers
can entertain potentially conflicting constraints in making their choices. As we saw in
our discussion of choice of anaphors, recent research suggests that producers do take
their addressee’s knowledge into account in choosing a referential form, but perhaps
not in a fine-grained manner. In relation to conceptualisation, Wardlow Lane, Grois-
man, and Ferreira (2007) show that speakers sometimes select properties to distinguish
a target referent even though they are aware that the distractors from which they seek
to distinguish the target are not visible to their interlocutors. This evidence suggests
that speakers are subject to constraints that are ‘speaker-internal’ and that these may
override more ‘addressee-oriented’ processes under certain conditions (Arnold, 2008).
A rather different approach to interlocutor sensitivity is offered by Garoufi and
Koller (2014, this vulume), Paraboni and van Deemter (2013, this volume) and Foster,
Giuliani, and Isard (2014, this volume). All are concerned with computational models
that seek to maximise utility, in the sense that they facilitate comprehension for poten-
tial addressees. Garoufi and Koller (2014) combine a model for planning the content
of referring expressions with heuristics, which are found to be helpful to addressees.
These heuristics are identified using machine learning methods (Maximum Entropy or
logistic regression models) in a corpus of dialogues in which addressees need to follow
instructions to navigate virtual environments (Gargett, Garoufi, Koller, & Striegnitz,
2010). Garoufi and Koller (2014) show that the expressions produced by this model ars
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more helpful than those of baseline reg models. Interestingly, the model also turns out
to be more humanlike. Paraboni and van Deemter (2013) focus on reference in spatial
and hierarchical domains (e.g. a document divided into sections and subsections), where
overspecification has been found to facilitate identification of a referent to a degree that
is not predicted by standard reg algorithms (Paraboni et al., 2007). Their new find-
ings, which are incorporated in a new algorithm, suggest that overspecification plays
a facilitative role for a listener under conditions where finding a path through a space
may be problematic. Foster et al. (2014) are also concerned with the task of reference
generation in situated context, describing a study to evaluate a context-sensitive reg
algorithm used in an interactive humanoid robot. While the objective evaluation mea-
sures used in their study do not distinguish this algorithm from the baselines against
which it is compared, subjective evaluations do suggest that users prefer interactions
when these involve the context-sensitive strategy.
Thus, models which incorporate some degree of alignment or sensitivity to the
addressee perform better than their classic, more ‘egocentric’, counterparts. Note, how-
ever, that models such as those of Garoufi and Koller (2014) and Paraboni and van
Deemter (2013) were evaluated not only against production data, but also in terms
of their utility where addressees are concerned. This is an instance of the distinction
between ‘producer-oriented’ and ‘addressee-oriented’ evaluation mentioned in the In-
troduction. To the extent that models which incorporate addressee-oriented heuristics
match production data better than those which do not, they suggest that producers are
not entirely egocentric. However, current accounts are not sufficiently nuanced to enable
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a clear picture to emerge of the extent to which producers are allocentric.
To summarise the overview in this section, there is a significant degree of conver-
gence between psycholinguistic and computational work on conceptualisation in reference
production. In both fields, research has addressed the importance of efficiency and over-
specification. Recent empirical work has suggested that classic computational models
do not generalise to non-monologue situations, with new approaches emerging that ad-
dress some of the findings in the psycholinguistic literature on dialogue. These models
are also raising new questions, especially in relation to the egocentricity or otherwise of
producers’ choices of content. This is a field that is ripe for further exploration.
Conclusion
This paper has given an overview of work on reference production, in both mono-
logue and dialogue settings, as an introduction to the present volume on Models and
Empirical Data for the Production of Referring Expressions. It has focussed on two of
the choices faced by the language producer: (a) choice of referential form, especially the
conditions under which speakers choose to use reduced noun phrases and pronouns; and
(b) conceptualisation, that is, which properties of a referent are included in a descriptive
noun phrase. We have looked at these questions both from an empirical, psycholin-
guistic perspective, and the computational modelling perspective, arguing that there is
substantial overlap in the interests of these two communities, though there is also much
scope for further cross-fertilisation.
Our hope is that more interdisciplinary work of the kind presented here and else-
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where in this volume will come to light. This will require more synergy among researchers
with an interest in computational modelling, and those with an interest in experimental
methods. The success of some recent initiatives, such as the organisation of a series of
workshops on Production of Referring Expressions, held in conjunction with the Annual
Meetings of the Cognitive Science Society in 2009, 2011 and 2013, suggest that there is
a growing awareness of this need. We hope the present volume will serve to highlight
fruitful avenues for research and collaboration.
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